
 Techtrix 2015 

Tech Trix - 2015 was the Sci-Tech event organized by the Department 

of Computer Science to display  the inculcated talents of the students on 23rd 

December 2015. It has been the tradition of the  department to  organize such 

events to boost extra co-curricular activities. Overall 180 students participated 

in Tech–trix 2015 making ita grand successful event. 

The event was inaugurated by Principal Dr.K.D. Jadhav.He was 

accompanied by the  NCC cadets of the department with march-past to the 

department.. The dignitaires were welcomed by presentation of tabla and 

Banjiyo jugalbandi .This filled the atmosphere with melodious melancholy. 

.Mrs.S.S.Shukla,Head ,Departmentod Computer Science  

welcomedPrincipalSir , other dignitaries and stated the objective of Techtrix 

event.On this occasion Dr.Jadhav Sir guided students and congratulated the 

members of the department for arrangingmind boggling  and fun full events. He 

wished all the students a bright and rewarding professional career as well as all 

success in life.  

Mrs. Gayatri Gadikar,   Assist Professor from MIT College ofcommerce 

& science was invited as expert . Following events were organized in the Tech 

Trix-2015: 

1) Project Exhibition 

2) Treasure Hunt 

3) Debate /Quiz 

4) Face Painting 

5) Poster Making 

Twenty students of Computer Science and Electronics stream from 

junior and senior college  participated in the project exhibition ;team size of 

each group was two and some solo. Some student participants presented solo 

project developed in various technologies such as Java  , .Net , PHP etc. Some 

notable Electronics project were smoke , fire detector, Mobile charger etc. The 

efforts of students for project exhibition and projects were appreciated by all. 

Project exhibition was followed by Poster competition were 15 students 

participated enthusiasm with posters on the recent topics like smart city, 

android, cloud computing, robotics etc. The  students also explained their 

thoughts and ideas for the poster prepared by them. 

Twenty students participated in face painting event .The theme for face 

painting were drought, save tigers, beautiful nature, global warming which were  

beautifully conveyed. The team size for this event was two. For Quiz 

competition thirteen groups participated where team size  was two or three 

members. Three elimination rounds were held before the final winning round 

.Four groups participated for the Debate Competition 

Topic for debate competition was advantages and disadvantages of 

Mobile. Team size of this event was three. 

The final event was days most block buster event i.e. Treasure hunt. This 

was a group event. Around 120 students were participated in this event. Team 

size of this event was 6 students in each group. Given a starting clue at the start 

location to all participants, they had to find remaining places according to the 

clue and reach last clue within the 20 minute. Total 15 clues had to be  solved  

to each group. 

Following is the list of winners in the various events. 

 



Quiz 1) Vijay Mohite  

               Omkar Titekar 

               Sangram 

Memane 

FYBSc (Com sci) 

 2) Hemali Bendre 

Vrushali 

Gavnanag 

Janhavi More 

12th Sci B 

   

Project 1) Savan 

Pimpalkahare 

11th Sci 

 2) Aditya Sarraiya 

Makarand Mane 

12th Sci (Electronics) 

   

Debate 1) Suprabh Dwivedi 

 Amisha Myani 

SYBSc 

 2) Anushree Khodwe 

 Abhilasha Munde 

11th Sci C 

    

Poster Making 1) Priyanka Jadahv  

 Prajakta Kajari 

SYBSc(Com Sci) 

 2) Tanmay Borde 11th Sci B 

   

Face Painting 1) Sagar Takale  

Suyog Gavai 

SYBSc(Com Sci) 

 a.    2) Rahul Dodke 11th Sci 

 b.   

Treasure Hunt c. 1) Vijay Mohite and 

Group 

FYBSc(Com Sci) 

 d. 2) Ishan Dhamnikar and 

Group 

11th Com A 
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